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Abstract: The automated approach of assessment and grading of a structured C++ program on basis of generalised inter-lingua and expert specification achieves a faster and consistent evaluation of the program on basis of language features used, grades provided and time consumed for the completion of evaluation process. The areas of the program in terms of components where the grades can be enhanced form the achieved grades can also be suggested by such automated process of assessment. Adapting to the novel approach of implementing components of a program also adds to the knowledge base of expert specification for future cycles of assessment and grading. The work presented here is published for patent at Patent Office Branch, Mumbai, India with the reference number E-12/215/2021/MUM and application number 202121000796
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INTRODUCTION

The process of automatic assessment and grading of a structured C++ program does not fall into the simpler domain due to vast number of affecting factors like development approach, wide variety of language features, the implementation order of different components and the relevance in terms of contextual use of each component. The generalised representation of the program in terms of inter-lingua [1] along with the expert specification assists to address this problem in the simplest manner achieving the assessment as well as proper grading of each component.

MOTIVATION

The structured C++ program targeted for automated assessment can be evaluated on basis of numerous parameters with multiple grading options. Each affecting parameter can have multiple grading options. The automated process saves the time of assessing the same program on multiple developed versions by different students. There also stands a need to not only assess the completeness of a program and grade it, on component basis, but also to provide suggestive measures to the student which can aid the student to achieve better grades and also gradually improvising the student’s programming capability. Also, the process of automated assessment should have a feature of adaptiveness which can enhance the knowledge of assessment when encountered with novel approach of implementations of structured programs.
CHALLENGES IN AUTOMATED ASSESSMENT

Formalising the process of automated assessment on basis of inter-lingua and the expert specification is encountered by many hurdles which are mentioned as listed below:

- The generalised inter-lingua needs to be parsed correctly for assessment process
- A single standard process to assess a specific language feature-based implementation is desired
- The most applicable grade from a grade range for a particular language feature use in the component is most crucially desired
- Providing suggestions to students only for the components where grade enhancement is possible
- Adapting the automated process to incorporate novel implementation approach for component of structured program

DEVELOPED SYSTEM

The automated assessment process of evaluating and grading a structured C++ program on basis of the expert specification successfully achieves the following listed:

- Evaluating the existence of components: checking the presence of each component desired for implementation from the student’s version of the program. For example, presence of all possible constructors, member functions and operators, etc.
- Selecting an applicable grade from possible grade range for the developed version of component: the model selects an applicable grade from list of possible grades on basis of applicability i.e., for example int data type for count may incur grade of 2 while const int for the same achieves grade of 3
- Formulating the suggestive measure for grade enhancement for each applicable component of the program: In case the student’s implemented version of component does not achieve the maximum possible grade, the student is suggested of the possible enhancement e.g., instead of int using const int for count will incur higher grades
- Adapting to the novel implementation approach of the component: for example, in case a student has implemented a desired function using static approach which confirmed by evaluator is added to the specification and evaluation dictionary

The above-mentioned process for automated assessment of a structured C++ program using the inter-lingua and expert specification is depicted in figure 1.
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The automated process of assessment and grading specified in figure 1 has been successfully tested for various components pertaining to symbolic and value-based constants, functions with and without container-based scope and container based structural declarations. The system depicted in figure 1 also achieves applying the most appropriate grade from possible grade range depending the language-based feature applicable options. The system from figure 1 also achieves the mechanism of providing suggestions at all such components where grade enhancement is possible. Adapting to novel approach of implementing components of a program is also the feature achieved by the system depicted in the figure 1.

ADVANTAGES

The developed phase of automated assessment and grading process based on inter - lingua provides advantages of faster assessment process as compared to manual grading process for the same versions of structured C++ programs. The developed process also has an advantage of consistent assessment and grading of the same program in multiple cycles over a period of time and even after a gap of time. The automated process also demonstrates the advantage of feedback mechanism for the students for their version of program in regards of all such components where grade enhancement is possible. The most sought advantage demonstrated by the automated process is the addition to the knowledge base as and when encountered by a novel approach of implementation of components from the targeted program to automated assessment and grading.

CONCLUSION

The automated approach of assessment and grading a structured C++ program clearly demonstrates faster output of the assessment process. It is also clearly evident that the automated process of assessment demonstrates consistent grading during different cycles of evaluation repeatedly and after variable time gap. The demonstrated automated process is also capable of providing suggestive measures at all applicable components of the program where grades can be enhanced. The most desired feature provided by the automated process is the adaptation to novel implementation approach and addition of the same to the knowledge base of the expert specification of the targeted program for automated assessment.
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